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Phillips starts fight
to change grading
By Wayne Thomas
Staff Reporter

system.

similar proposal was submitted to
Faculty Senate several years ago but it
died in the Academic Policy Committee.
A "personal vendetta" campaign
Dr. Phillips held that he was
against the present University grading
representing no group or committee In
system is being waged by Dr. Trevor J.
calling for this change. "I'm being a
Phillips, assistant professor of
"loner" on this. I don't wish to put any
Education.
pressure on anyone to back my proposal,
"There is an inconsistency within the
but I have decided to push it because of1
grading system that needs to be closely
the apparent illogical aspects of the
examined," said Dr. Phillips.
present grading system."
Dr. Phillips objects to the present
An obvious question to be posed under
policy which states: "For all courses
Dr. Phillips proposed plan to eliminate
that are repeated, the grades and credit
all "F's" would concern how
hours for both the first and subsequent
academically Inferior students would be
registrations will be counted in comremoved from the University.
puting the student's point average."
"The system can do what It wants,"
He proposes that since Its quarter
he said. "I'm not concerned with finding
hours are required for graduation and
a suitable substitute, although one would
consequently failed courses must be
not be difficult to discover."
retaken or substituted, no grades of "F"
"I'm not against an "F" appearing on
be computed in the accumulative point
a transcript if the grade would not be
average. Dr. Phillips also proposes that
computed in the accumulative average,"
LATE ARCHITECTURAL drawings and the recent
when a course is repeated, the higher
he said.
truckers' strike were cited by Colonel Farrar Cobb as Room. Cobb said he
letter grade only is to be computed In a
If the grading proposal does not
reasons for the delayed construction of the Cardinal June.
student's accumulative point average.
become new University policy, Dr.
Phillips would favor an amendment to reIf a student receives a "D" In a
course, he could drop the low grade and
word the grade requirements as set forth
re-take the course to receive a better
in the present University catalog.
Dr. Phillips said he would favor a
grade without being penalized with the
lower grade, said Dr. Phillips.
statement to the effect that because an
He held that un apparent in"A" received in a course taken for the
consistency exists in the present grading
second time is averaged with the first
"F", the second grade is the important
grade to be considered.
He said the catalog needs to be more
explicit about the University's assumpDespite past promises that the
tions and goals and would need to In"This has been a very frustrating
Union's Cardinal Room would be com- experience," Cobb said. He said that
troduce a new set of letter grades.
A course taken for a second time with pleted by last September, multiple
although original plans called for the new
a "B" received, for instance, would delays have forced June opening-at best. room to be in operation by September
Farrar M. Cobb, director of the last year, no work was ever started until
appear on the official transcript as a
University Union, said the new facility, Thanksgiving.
subscript-B2.
which would be the first to serve beer on
"I'm determined that this proposal
The architects called for 150 working
will either be voted upon or rejected. . the campus, was originally planned for a days to complete the renovation, which
Even in some Orthodox churches you can September, 1969, completion.
reset the completion date to May.
Cobb attributed much of the delay to
attain forgiveness for your sins but here
Cobb said the General Electric strike
the project's architects, Schooley, and now a trucking strike are still
apparently the axe stays with you
Cornelius and Schooley of Columbus.
holding up the job.
forever.
"To me, an A is an A, is an A, and if it "Nobody knows what happened last
After the bidding, general contractor,
summer. Everyone tried to move the Comte Construction Company of Toledo,
isn't let them (the University) call it
architects in Columbus," Cobb said.
Dr. Trever Phillips
was awarded the job with a completion
something else," he concluded.
Director Cobb stated the architects date set at April 1.
were given plans for the renovation on
Frank Comte, in charge of the project,
April 1, of last year, and they were said he is presently waiting for the
returned 90 days late, in August, rather delivery of heating and air conditioning
than May. The numerous mistakes equipment. "If we can get the rest of the
required the plans to be redrawn, Cobb equipment, completion could be a matter
economic indicators dipped last month said, and they were finally returned of days," he said.
NEW YORK (AP) - The stock market,
first-quarter profits of about 30 per cent.
Comte said all of the general work is
in the midst of its longest slide in the postafter showing a gain in February has again to the University around Oct. 1,
General Motors, down $1.50 at $67.12,
completed except the ceilings, where the
1969.
World War II era, dropped sharply
Monday reported a similar drop in first- added to investor discouragement.
All of this caused the bidding for the expected equipment is to be installed.
However, one prominent economic
yesterday for the second consecutive
quarter profits. Ford Motor, down 60
Job to be late. An additional 30 days was
Cobb expressed general regret over
observer
remained
enthusiastic.
cents
to
$40.75,
reported
a
25
per
cent
day.
The Dow Jones industrials plunged
"Frankly, if I had any money I'd be lost in standard bidding procedure, the delays in the renovation. "I know
decline in first-quarter earnings.
buying stocks right now," President according to the campus architect's there's some feeling that this was
10.62 points to 724.33, almost matching
Analysts said traders were becoming
Nixon reportedly told a visiting business office, delaying progress into November. delayed on purpose, but that couldn't be
Monday's 12 point loss. The Dow is at its
increasingly concerned with the state of
lowest level since Nov. 22,1963 when the
group at the White House.
the nation's economy.
Nixon urged the members of the
average plummeted 21.66 points to 711.49
"We have discovered that inflation is
American Society of Association
following the assassination of President
bad for stocks. Almost every good stock
Executives to "keep your faith in the
Kennedy.
market year was a year without inAmerican economy."
The market's current slump has been
flation," said Sidney Homer, an
economist with the investment banking
The length of the current slide surblamed on entrenched pessimism among
investors, beset by inflation, and
firm of Salomon Brothers & Hutzler in
passes the length of any of the eight bear
generally poor earnings by major
New York.
markets the country has gone through
"If the rate of inflation comes down to since the 41-month dip between Nov., 1938
companies.
For example, the nation's two largest
a low level," he said, "we will have an and April, 1942.
SAIGON (AP) - Thousands of South Saigon.
steel producers, VS. Steel Corp., which
expanded standard of living, expanded
A bear market is characterised by
Informed sources said intelligence
heavy selling due to pessisism over stock Vietnamese troops, with armored per- was piling up indicating that the Comclosed down 12 cents at $35.36, and
output and expanded company profits."
sonnel carriers and artillery, have been
Bethlehem Steel Corp., unchanged at
Analysts said the government's report
prices. A bull market is characterised by deployed in the Tay Ninh area northwest munist command plans to launch within
$27.50, both reported yesterday a drop in
yesterday that its index of leading heavy buying.
of Saigon, possibly for new thrusts into the next 72 hours the second phase of its
so-called "X" campaign. The first phase
Cambodia.
The buildup was observed Monday was opened April 1 with more than 100
and yesterday by two Associated Press attacks across South Vietnam.
More than one regiment of enemy
newsmen, who were barred from a South
Vietnamese regimental headquarters IB troops, up to 3,000 men, was reported in
the Tay Ninh area where the South
miles from the border.
"You have to get out of here, this is all Vietnamese are massing.
In the latest reported war action, the
classified," said an American colonel.
U.S. Command announced the loss of five
the top adviser to the South Vietnamese
46th Infantry Regiment, 25th Division. aircraft with 15 Americans killed and six
"We are going to organize operations wounded.
Six Americans were killed and 55
along the border to prevent attacks
against Tay Ninh," said one high source. wounded in eight scattered fights and a
Ever since the overthrow of Prince half dozen enemy rocket and mortar
Norodom Sihanouk as Cambodia's leader attacks, according to battlefield comon March 18, the South Vietnamese have muniques covering the past 24 hours.
been making raids against North Viet- Enemy losses were put at 64 killed.
Most of the fighting centered along the
namese and Viet Cong base camps inside
Cambodian border in Tay Ninh and
Cambodia.
Phuoc Long provinces, and far to the
It is from base camps and staging
areas inside Cambodia that the North north between the A Shau Valley and the
Vietnamese and Viet Cong stage attacks old imperial capital of Hue.
Into South Vietnam. Both U.S. and South
Minister Adam Malik announced
Vietnamese officials estimate there are yesterday an Asian conference on
40,000 North Vietnamese and Viet Cong Cambodia will be held in Jakarta May 11troops operating inside Cambodia.
12 and at least eight of 20 countries inProvincial Highway 13 leading from vited will attend.
Tay Ninh westward to the Cambodian
Malik told newsmen Indonesia's four
border was blocked off to newsmen, co-members in the Association of
apparently to keep them from observing Southeast Asian Nations-Thailand,
the South Vietnamese operations.
Singapore, Malaysia and the PhiUipThe South Vietnamese have barred piness-and Japan, Australia and New
WwssatsN kr «"■• *»i«.n
newsmen from the frontier in three other Zealand have said they will attend the
STRANGE EFFECTS are seea when viewing "X" at Ike
major forays into Cambodia at other conference. The Cambodian government
structure is exhibited by the Associated Artists of PlttCarnegie Art Museum la PKUburf. The concave steel
of Premier Ion Nol also will be
points farther south along the border.
sbnrg.
Tay Ninh is about 56 miles northwest of represented.
"By definition," he said, "a letter
grade is a representation of a particular
quality of work as interpreted by the
instructor. For example, an "A" indicates that the quality and-or quality of
work completed is "superior'."
"Similarly, an 'F' is assigned when
the instructor maintains that a less than
acceptable minimum quality or quantity
of work has been assimilated, understood, or learned."
Dr. Phillips posed a hypothetical
example of a student registering for two
courses and obtaining an "A" in both.
His accumulative point average would
then be computed as 4.0. But, if a student
were to obtain an "A" and an "F", he
would receive an overall "C" or 2.0.
If the student then took the course he
failed over again and received an "A",
his accumulative average would appear
as 2.66.
By what clear logic, asks Dr. Phillips,
does this system which exalts the value
of an "A" as reflecting maximum
"learning" seek to penalize the student
for receiving an "F" grade?
"After all, has not the student in the
example finally reached a level of
achievement in the second course which
is in accord with the system's highest
standards?" he said.
Dr. Phillips submitted his proposal
yesterday to the secretary of the Faculty
Senate. The proposal will be referred to
the Senate's Academic Policy Committee. After review, the Committee
may recommend proposing it to the
Senate Executive Committee (SEC).
If the proposal should survive SEC
review it would then go before the
Senate, possibly late this spring or early
next fall, a Faculty Senate office
spokesman said.
Dr. Stanley Coffman, vice-president
of academic affairs, said that Faculty
Senate has jurisdiction over any changes
in grading procedures. "A change could
be implemented without reference to the
University Academic Counsel," he said.
Dr. Coffman noted that a somewhat

N.-.pholo br Bri.n SofUni

hopes the room will be completed in

Cobb blames architects

Delays plague project

Sharp market drop continues

Viets deploy troops
for possible attack

further from the truth," he said. "We
have pushed this to the limits of our
abilities."
He added. "Unless the truck strike is
settled we will probably have further
delays.''

Brown sues
3 industries
for pollution
WASHINGTON (AP) -Ohio Atty. Gen.
Paul W. Brown yesterday filed suit with
the U.S. Supreme Court, asking damages
from three firms accused in mercury
pollution of Lake Erie.
Named in the suit are the Wyandotte
Chemicals Corp. of Michigan and Dow
Chemical Co. of Canada, which operate
plants on I „iko St. Clair and the Detroit
River, upriver from lake Erie, and the
Dow Chemical Co. of the United States,
owner of the Canadian firm.
The suit charges that mercury
pollution has altered the lake and made
it "potentially injurious ... to the health
and safety of the citizens and inhabitants
of Ohio."
The suit asks the court to declare the
dumping of poisonous mercury into the
lake by the companies a "public
nuisance."
It seeks to permanently halt the
dumping of mercury and mercury
compounds by the firms into the lake or
its tributaries.
It also asks damages to pay the cost of
removing mercury from the lake and to
pay for damage to fish, wildlife,
vegetation, as well as damages to
citizens and inhabitants of Ohio.
No damage figure was named.
Brown noted Monday that the fishing
industry in Sandusky Bay alone
represents an $837,000 investment and
gross annual income of $419,000. He
estimated the total Ohio fishing industry
represented an investment of $8 million
and produced an annual income of $4
million.
Ohio's fishing industry was
threatened when the state banned
commercial fishing in the lake early this
month after some fish showed
dangerously high mercury concentrations.
The ban was relaxed against all but
walleye or pike last week after further
testing.
In his petition to the Supreme Court,
Brown cited a case of mercury pollution
in Japan, when 110 people were killed or
severely disabled between 1953 and 1960
after eating fish caught in the polluted
waters of Minamata Bay.
"There must not be a Lake Erie
tragedy repeating the Minamata Bay
tragedy," the petition declared. "Action
by this court now can avoid this threat."
Brown contacted attorneys in adjoining states Monday, and reported he
expects them to join in the actions.
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'Do You Know Anybody Who Has A Better Idea, Ivan?'

letter

eD.T0R.aLS

village progress
There has been considerable
discussion and controversy regarding the
Greek Village Development Corporation
in recent weeks. It is appropriate, I
think, for me to report to those interested
some of the problems encountered by the
Greek Village together with its plans for
the future.

think
"I can't do what ten people tell me to do, so I guess I'll
remain the same"- Otis Redding, "Sitting on the Dock of
the Bay."

The Greek Village Development
Corporation was formed as a direct
result of plans announced by the
University to discontinue at a future date
the leasing of houses to some of the
sororities and fraternities. Representatives of these groups met to explore
future off-campus housing. It appears
that the concept of a Greek Village has
definite financial and other advantages.

The question of abolishing Student Council now hinges
on the enlightened opinion of the student body. For whatever the reasons. Council has neatly sidestepped resolving
the issue itself.
Instead, the question of abolishing or retaining the
existing form of Student Council will confront the students
in a referendum ballot as part of next week's student body
elections.
The four alternatives given students are:
student government should continue In its present form,
-student government should be maintained, but with its
primary emphasis on a community council.
student government should be abolished, and all efforts
ot participation should be channeled In a University
committee to establish a community council,
-student government should be abolished.
If students vote for abolishment, the election of the
officers and representatives will be invalid.
Our vote goes for abolishing Student Council and
channeling efforts into the establishment of a community
council.
A community council with legislative powers means
the involvement of students in University government as
decision makers not resolution passers.
Think it over.

As we began exploring possible site
locations and construction costs, it
became obvious that, with possibly two
or three exceptions, the B.C. sororities
•and fraternities lacked sufficient money,
without substantial help from the
University
or
their
National
organizations, to even consider construction of individual houses.
Keep in mind, if you will that a
previous University
Administration
compelled five off-campus faternitles to

news uerTers

pinko award

scientific look at problems

For quite a while, environmental activists planned and
implemented the April teach-in activities with the passive
approval of most Americans.
But since a fair number of these activists happen to
belong to the longhair set, it was only a matter of time
before right-wing groups began spotting communists
behind every anti-pollution poster.
The group winning the "dirty commie pinko" laurels
this week are the Daughters of the American Revolution,
who are accountable for such statements as, "this environment movement is one of the subversive element's
last steps."
Elaborating on the organization's platform, one
member stated, "they're going after the military and the
police, and now they're going after our parks and
playgrounds."
Following up these comments with such devastating
verbal barrages as, "scientists are a dime a dozen," and
citing "pollution of the mind" as society's major problem,
the Daughters of the American Revolution are living proof
that the teach-ins have a long way to go.

In regard to your editorial of April 23,
I must raise a voice in protest. Your
denunciation of the tremendous scientific
accomplishments of the space program
as an outer-space adventure was
reprehensible.
On the other hand, your demand for
the saving of millions of lives was a
manifestation of the self-delusionment
that we have all been subjected to as a
result of our membership in the human
society. The time has come for the
recognition of science as the spearhead
of society, which it truly is.
As such, all of the efforts of the
human species should be geared to
scientific advancements. With scientists
to lead the way for the technologists, it is
only a matter of time before the solutions

•me BG news

The Environmental Teach-In
Committee of Bowling Green University
would like to thank those students,
faculty, and community members who
gave their time to the Teach-in.
Without their time and advice, the
teach-in would not have been possible.
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thanks

The Environmental
Teach-in Committee

let's hear from yon
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and your opinion columns.
Due to our desire to bring you the
largest crois-iectlon of views and
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words, typewritten, and
columns be a maximum of four
typewritten pages,"triple-spaced.
We maintain the right to edit all
materials which exceed those limits, and ,
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
aad good taste.
All letters and columns submitted to
The News become the property of The
News and cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to> ["he
BG
News, Editorial Editor, IK
University Hall.

will be found.
There exists another crucial fact that
is all too often ignored. Namely, that as a
result of the existence of a population
problem, the overall quality of the
human species is being decreased. It is a
fact, for example, that the average intelligence of humans is definitely lower
than it has been in past centuries.
These results are incurred by
allowing genetically deficient individuals
I those of low I.Q. bad health) to
reproduce and propagate their
deficiencies. Frequently, we are found to
be tampering with the process of natural
selection.
We have changed "the survival of the

fittest" to "the survival of the adequately
fit", and we must bear the consequences.
There is no logical reason for investing our money where no profit can be
made; why spend billions to keep
millions alive and reproducing when all
this accomplishes is overcrowding,
depletion of food resources, and the
reduction of the quality of the human
race?
It's time we took a rational look at
our problems rather than an emotional
one-and rationally, we must come to an
answer with the scientists shining the
guiding light.
Paula Driak
467 S. Summit

disappointed with coverage
I'm writing this letter out of great disappointment in your paper. I don't
want to state my case in a sarcastic or mean manner because that seems to be
too easy. I'm relying on sincerity only to make my point.
The University Swan Club, a group of talented dedicated synchronized
swimmers, performed their annual Swan Club show a week ago. We held our
show early this year and it is this reason that we needed cooperation from the
University in publicizing our early show.
We contacted your office regularly for the past two weeks to remind you to
come over to the natatorium to take pictures to put in the BG News the week of
the show. Your staff failed to appear and consequently we had no publicity on
our show from your paper.
It is my understanding that a university newspaper should function to
represent and publicize university events. Our show was a total success and
literally sold itself after the opening night.
Word of mouth was a good contributor to our audiences Friday and
Saturday nite, but we could have had a much larger crowd all three nltes. B G
News, we needed your help in publicizing our show.
I am really upset with your poor support because I know the amount of hard
work and time expended by 23 dedicated swimmers, a dozen professors, prop
and stage crew people, a loyal seamstress, and wonderful coach.
This particular Swan Club show was a dedication to Miss Iris Andrews for
25 years as our coach and sponsor. Believe me, it is sad that the University
newspaper failed to help pay tribute to a wonderful woman on her 25th show.
Marsha Dunker, Vice Pres
Swan Club

move to the campus, thus establishing a
precedent that the University would
provide housing accommodations.
An earlier article in your paper
quoted John Lepp, Assistant to the
President, as indicating thatthe Greek
Village is having trouble getting off the
ground due to financial difficulties. I
submit that this is not the case. We have
held discussions with several large and
reputable firms interested in constructing the entire Greek Village to our
specifications. Such a plan is feasible
and a solution to the financial problem,
although the money involved is substantial
The difficulty in getting the Greek
Village off the ground is more a matter of
determining a site. We feel that this
matter is extremely important. Ideally,
the Village would be located adjacent to
the campus, possibly on land presently
owned by the Univeristy.
The delay in announcing plans has
been, therefore, a matter of co-operation
with University in the expectation that
the Administration would make several
sites available to us. We feel that we are
a part of the University community, and
we hope that the University will make
land available to us at a reasonable cost.
I have been advised that they are
making progress in this regard, but a
decision is still lacking. Until such time
as we have their commitment, we cannot
logically proceed with feasibility
evaluations of other locations throughout
the Community.
Assuming that the Village is located
within the Bowling Green City Limits, we
will have to comply with zoning
regulations imposed by the City. Mayor
Skibbie and his Administration are
aware of our plans; but, to date, help has
been taken.
Considering the prospects of substantial real estate tax revenues, I am
surprised that they have not been of more
assistance, if for no other reason than to
help us locate in an area resulting in
fewer problems for them.
The future plans for a Greek Village
are, at this stage, indifinite and are
dependent upon the following:
1. The ability of each sorority and
fraternity to generate sufficient funds
within their respective groups to arrange
financing.
2. The ability of the University to come to
an early decision as to their recommendation on the location of the Village
as it relates to plans for future campus
expansion.
3. The attitude of the next President of
the University toward sororities and
fraternities. Without his full support and
backing, I feel that it would be inappropriate for any group to begin construction on a house.
4. The willingness of the University
Administration to co-operate with us in
regard to housing and social regulations.
The Board of Directors of the Greek
Village Development Corporation has
indicated a definite interest in this
project and has contributed a considerable amount of time and effort
toward this project.
I might add that I have been contacted by several individuals with regard
to Beta Theta Pi moving off campus. I
see no reason whatsoever to object to this
move and have so indicated to the
University Trustees. The Betas are
presently members of the Greek Village
Development Corporation, and they have
assured me that they will continue their
membership.
Ray A. Clarke, President
Greek Village Development Corporation

-our man Hoppe

on becoming a father

•WHAT HAVI YOU DON! WITH MY SURPLUS?
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
After all these years, the war in Vietnam, of which we are
all so sick and tired, has been brought home to me.
Its illogical absurdities had intellectually appalled me. Its
bloody outrages had intellectually horrified me. But it existed,
really, only in the pagesof the newspaper .only in the shadowy
images on the television screen.
It wasn't part of my real world. It wasn't part of me
But now three letters have come in the mail. They are from
a young Vietnamese boy. Each is addressed to me as, "Dear
Father." Each Is signed, "Your Child, Trung."
Back in 1968, I Joined the Foster Parents' Plan, Inc. 1
became Foster Parent 53923.1 was assigned Foster Child 8944one Nguyen Khac Trung.
The Plan's headquarters in New York enclosed a
photograph of Trung and a brief biography. Here was the
numbered recipient of my numbered charity.
But as I studied the photograph I slowly realised that here
was a real boy living in a real country with real day-to-day
problems, And I became alarmed. Why had I burdened
myself with another human being?
*
Six months passed. Nothing. Then a letter from New York
regretfully informed me that Trung's village had been
overrun and contact with him had been lost.
I should have felt grief and worry. Instead, I felt relieveda bit guilty, but mostly relieved. After all, I had never really

known the boy. And I quickly and conveniently orgot all about
Nguyen Khac Trung.
Two years went by. The war in Vietnam faded from the
frontpages. And now, with no explanation, these three letters
in the mall.
They are penned in elegant Vietnamese script on blue
paper. To each is stapled a typewritten translation.
"Dear Father. I thank you for last month's gifts, which
were SS0$VN(U.S.8.11). two bars of soap and a towel..."
they are bright, intelligent chatty letters. He has been ill,
but is better. His father has been ill. His sisters are fine. He
had a nice birthday. And would I please send him a picture of
myself "so that whenever I think of you. 111 take it out to look
at it."
My initial reaction was one of anger. I felt trapped. I knew
that for years to come I will have to write regularly to the boy,
send him presents and worry about his welfare-not so much
out of generosity as out of guilt. You cant abandon a child.
So I resented this new child. I resented his cluttering up
my neat, comfortable, well-ordered Ufa.
But now it has grown late. The lights of our affluent
society had come on outside my window. I have slowly come to
see what a fitting penance this is.
How easy it has been all these years to be intellectually
concerned with the fate of the 17,000,000 people of South
Vietnam. And how terribly hard it is to be honestly concerned
with fate of Just one of them
God give me the grace to do it well.
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Blackmun meets
ABA standards
WASHINGTON (AP) Judge Harry A. Blackmun
received the enthusiastic
support of the American Bar
Association yesterday as the
Senate Judiciary Committee
prepared to open hearings on
his nomination to the Supreme
Court.
Following an investigation
billed in advance as extensive,
the ABA's standing committee
on the federal Judiciary
reported in a letter to Sen.
James 0. Eastland, D-Miss.,
that Blackmun "meets high
standards of professional
competence,
temperament
and integrity."
Where two prior nominees
failed, the 61-year-old federal
appeals court Judge apparently faces a trouble-free
horizon. Committee approval
and Senate confirmation may
be as swift as that accorded
Blackmun's boyhood chum
from Minnesota, Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger.
Chairman Eastland has
only one witness scheduled for
the hearing, Blackmun
himself.
Last June 3 Burger
testified and was approved
unanimously by Eastland's

committee all in one day. The
Senate completed confirmation, 74 to S, on June 9
and Burger was sworn in as
chief Justice June 23.
The fate of President
Nixon's next two moninees for
the court was entirely different. Judges Clement F.
Hay ns worth Jr. and G.
Harrold Carswell labored
through prolonged hearings
and then were rejected by the
Senate.
The ABA's report on
Blackmun, in a letter signed
by Lawrence E. Walsh of New
York, said scores of Judges,
lawyers, law school deans and
students had been interviewed
with only two sour replies.
Walsh, a former federal
judge who is chairman of the
ABA committee, reported also
that some of the people interviewed commented on
Blackmun's lack of a national
reputation.
But. Walsh added, "Lack of
national reputation is not
unusual for highly competent
federal Judges whose work Is
primarily in their own circuit."
The committee found no
violation of federal law or bar

Rap Brown trial
to resume Monday
ELLICOTT CITY, Md. (AP) - Circuit Court Judge James
MacgiU has scheduled resumption of the arson-riot trial of H.
Rap Brown for Monday after defense lawyers failed to have it
transfered to U.S. District Court Ln Baltimore.
Judge MacgiU had suspended Brown's trial last Monday
when the defense certified it had petitioned for federal
Jurisdiction. That was the ninth delay in the proceedings.
Three Judges of the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld
Monday a U.S. District Court judge's opinion that there was no
evidence Brown's civil rights would be Impaired by trial on the
state level. MacgiU then set Monday as the date for resumption
of the trial.
William M. Runs tier, chief defense lawyer, still could seek
further delay from the Supreme Court.
Brown has not appeared at any of the efforts to start his trial
which has been pending since 1967, when he was charged in
Cambridge, Md. After a speech by him, Negroes there burned
out two blocks of buildings.
Under questioning Monday, Kunstler said, "I personally feel
he is alive." Brown is free on $10,000 bail and so far his presence
has not been required in court.
Once jury selection starts, Maryland law requires a defendant to be in court. C. Merritt Pumphrey, Howard County
Circuit Court clerk, said this is expected to start Monday.
He said notices to 50 of the 2SS persons on the jury panel were
being mailed today to be in court Monday.

CONGRATULATIONS :
ALPHA ZI's
CHI OMEGA's
SIG EFs
SIGMA Nu 's

Painter Hiram D. Williams
will be on campus to speak
and give a demonstration on
painting Thursday, April 30,
from 7-10 p.m. in room 204 of
the Fine Arts Building.
Mr. Williams is currently
Professor of Art at the
University of Florida He has
taught at Pennsylvania State
University, UCLA and the
University of Texas.
His paintings have been

included in special exhibitions
in the leading museums and
art centers across the United
Stater
Mr. Williams' works are to
be found in many significant
private and public collections,
including the Museum of
Modem Art, the Corcoran
Gallery of Art, the Pennsylvania Academy and the
Johnson Wax Collection of
American Art.

are still available in
RM. 405 Student Services
Bldg.
Tho deadline for applications

N«w«pholo by Lorry Nighawondar

MANY PEOPLE are. taking advantage of the recent warm weather. Classes are
beginning to meet outdoors, and some students even manage to squeeie a bicycle ride
into the day's activities.

Sorenson is seeking the
WASHINGTON (AP)
U.S.
Senate
Supreme Court Justice party's
William O. Douglas yesterdi .• nomination in that state.
CeUer disclosed Douglas'
notified the House panel
chosen to investigate im- letter at the first meeting of
peachment charges against the five-man panel selected
him that he has retained last week by the House
Simon Rifkind, a New York
lawyer, to represent him.
In a letter to Rep. Emanuel
CeUer, D-N.Y., chairman of
the special investigating
committee, the justice said he
had instructed Rifkind to
make available to the comSAINT JOHN, N. B. (AP)mittee anything in Douglas' The Cuban freighter Luis
fUes it needs.
Arcos Bergnes docked here
Rifkind, who is prominent yesterday with nearly 700
in New York Democratic young Americans who worked
political circles, Is a senior in the sugar cane fields of
partner in a law firm that also Cuba.
lists Arthur J. Goldberg and
They were to leave for their
Theodore Sorenson as part- United States homes by
ners.
chartered buses and cars via
Goldberg is a candidate for the Calais, Maine, border
the Democratic nomination point after routine processing
for governor of New York and here by 11 customs and im-

has been extended to May 2
MAINSTREAM

AMPEX
STEREO TAPES

Judiciary Committee to
conduct the Douglas inquiry.
No date has been set for
starting the investigation,
Cellar said, and a list of
prospective witnesses has not
yet been drawn up.

A HF D >

ION

PfOOUC. IION

WHEN YOU ENGINEER
Cuban ship docks; A BREAKTHROUGH IN
returns 700 youths SOUND REPRODUCTION
AS INCREDIBLE AS THIS
YOU DON'T RECORD
A PING PONG GAME

Quality Printing
WHILE YOU WAIT
for just pennies

migration officials.

The passengers, members
of the Venceremos Brigade
appeared in good spirits,
singing with a dockside
welcoming group which
carried a banner reading
"Death to the Yankee Invader,"
and
apparent
reference to the recent invasion of Cuba by a small
armed group.

Students —
Campus
Organizations

YOU GET TOGETHER THE FINEST TALENT IN MUSIC
AND RECORD 6 INCREDIBLE "YOUNG SOUND" ALBUMS
Forget everything you've ever heard on conventional stereo. It's outmoded:

THIS IS THE NEW SOUND
IMAGES
[»«i an Hnlrr-dHrOi !*■■!"

*•<• uor Iraou »

Dylan Peter. Paul * Mary SlmonaCarfunkel
ArloCulhrte Laura Nyro NUaeon Donovan
The Beatles Creedence Clearwater Revival

ntPlunuAuUuntt

*^a*T ||i^

SW S«f»- • ftrrjr>« fWHr • »«» Q ■ Oar
a»t,/!lrW.O~...M.-.W~y »ttrOMrr/rar *r.W

NEED FLYERS and POSTERS for
upcoming ELECTIONS??
COME TO
111 S. MAIN ST.
BOWLING GREEN
352-5762

GOOD JOBI

Motion Picture*
The NOW G!narration

RATED®
TOR EXCITEMENT
Ron Frai*lpftn* and hNOrdMMrm
SonmlMr«/V*oVJ»>«Btllhlu.i/Sml..l.iil.Sm.l.h. Mr
Ho«,Hol)/I.Tri«AllThrrrli/Jn«k,Un«l.
U U la H11 H»d You) / Ht.vtn Kno-n
Ouny Hill P«» / Vtnur,/ E»rlv m Bit Mormr*

PRIMARY COLORS
FREE FROM UAO

Give Mom a BterW* early.

Uiujlly aviilibl<S10 Cn
.tltulh.n J.G.3U

..lUUMNYKO
.slKANlid'ANI'—
HMIMWK

'COME ON DOWN1
7:30-12:30

aUDWMllDIC

ID
,..

HMDHiaTHLRBUKS

IlliCOTI*

MOULD »OUL PKHIC
*». i 'HI I ■ rl s r » ,
SWtCT W.HDIUM
tallfOMI* .HOLM!.".! kW*
I II.IH «l*»I tO HOKT tOII
<»»'<. ■ *OL
HUH

Mid-Am Room

<u

Now only '4.39
regular '5.98
at

The FTD B&¥% bouquet.
•Ai m larJciuiidcM bulnraau. udi FTD McaUr FlorW M Kil «•* •».

oge 3

Applications for AWS
Standing Committees

Douglas releases files

Greek events

And make Mother's Day last longer.
Gil or visit an FTD florist today. And
order a BiqHug Bouquet to arrive
early. He'll send it across the street.
Or country. A special arrangement.
For a very special mother. Yours.

p

Paiattr to give dee.oislrel.oe

canons in Blackmun's participation in two cases in
volving companies in which he
held stock interests and his
moonlighting as the executor
of two estates.
Walsh said Blackmun's
stock holdings were too small
to present a problem and that
the wills had been drawn
before he became a judge.
Haynsworth, Nixon's
initial choice for associate
justice, was tripped partly
because he ruled in cases
involving firms in which he
held stock and because labor
and civil rights groups
disapproved of his decisions.
He had been judged
"highly acceptable from the
point of view of professional
qualifications," by Walsh's
committee.
Carswell
lost
amid
assertions that he was anticivil rights and a mediocre
jurist. He had been declared
"qualified" by the ABA
committee.

on your victories in
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Candidates comment on war
By THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS
The war In southeast Asia
brought comments yesterday
from two of the top
Republican, and two of the top
Democratic candidates for
U.S. Senate nominations.
In Cincinnati, appearing at
news conferences a half hour
apart. Republican
Congressman Robert Tait Jr.,
and Democrat John Glenn,
both seeking the Senate
nomination, took opposing
views on providing arms for
Cambodia. But they agreed

Anotiaitd Press Wlrephote

MOVIE STAR Tony Curtis, who quit smoking tobacco several years ago, arrives at
court In Uxbridgc, England, where be was fined f 120 for bringing marijuana Into
England, Curtis was searched and arrested when he arrived with his wife at London
Airport Sunday from New York to make a TV adventure series.

'Life' ushers in May
Kites, Frisbees and rock
music are expected to fill the
air Friday when Festival of
EUROPEAN
CHARTERS
New York-London
Round Trip $219.1-8 to S1. 6-11 to 9-1, (-11 to 9-7.
New York-Amsterdam
Round Trip S239. 6-12 to
9-8.
Toronto-London Round
Trip $735. 8-30 to 8-23, 720 to 8-21. Call (807) 2737544. Day or Night.

Life celebrates the first day of
May.
This event is bUled as a
"celebration of the rites of
spring." It was first held last
year, and will take place on
the inner campus from 10 a.m.
until Midnight.
Festival
organizers,
Charles Cohn, junior (BA) and
Mark Scheerer, senior (BA),
said they were trying to encourage spontaneity in the
event and have provided a
time, place and facilities to
that end."
Obtained with financial
help from Student Council, the

Alpha Chi trikesters
are lovin '
their trophy !

American troops should not be
sent to the war-torn country.
In Steubenvllle, Gov.
James A. Rhodes, Republican
candidate for the Senate
nomination, said in a campaign speech commitment of
American combat troops
should be limited areas where
American security la clearly
imperiled.
"Our primary military
defense responsibility," said
Rhodes "lies in the Western
Hemisphere. In determining
any defense program, our first
priorities should be defense of
our own shores."

TO
DO
TODaY

The governor added that
"we should always be ready
and willing to offer moral,
economic and
military
assistance to friendly nations,
but we must guard against
future Vletnams by Insisting
that any nation directly
threatened by our common
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Frenchman.
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Congratulations
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In Cleveland, Howard
Metzenbaum, Democratic
candidate for
Senator,
declared at the start of a fivecity airport tour that women
"are paying a terrible price as
a result" of President Nixon's
"preoccupation with the war
in Southeast Asia."
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FRENCHCLUB
Will meet at 7:30 in the River Room, Union. A presentation of
scenes and sights of Tours, France, "En Tour a Tours" will be
shown.
MORTARBOARD
Will be held from 9a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom,
Union. An International Silver Display will be featured.

^i

gram.

Helix.

facilities include:
A free store dispensing a
variety of toys and games
including colored chalk, yoyos, gliders, and bubble gum,
SPANISH CLUB
A "free kitchen" serving a
mixture of oatmeal, sunflower Will meet at 8 p.m. in the Pink Dogwood Suite, Union. Dr. Diane
seeds, raisins, milk and honey Pretzer will talk on "Spanish American Protests Through
which is similiar to the meals Literature."
served free at the Woodstock
AWS
rock festival,
Registration for Little Sis Weekend this week for the
Thirty gallons of Kool- following dorms. If you have any questions contact Pam Beaver
Aid to quench festival-goers' 2-4560,
thirst, '
Educational tapes played
continuously all afternoon,
and
Free performances by
Rail, Frank Lunch, Krack and
Dr_ UUa Heston mbeti*
terpretation Festival to be
other rock groups in the featured speaker a, the held Friday and Saturday in
f„v*ning "" tne steps of Fourth Annual Oral In- the Union.
Williams Hall.
Dr. Heston, sister of actor
Charlton Heston, is currently
an associate professor of
Interpretation, in the School of
Speech at Northwestern
University.
Activities open to the
public include Dr. Heaton's
address in the Alumni Room
at 1 p.m. Friday entitled "The
Narrator and the Interpreter"
and her critique of selected
speakers at 10:30 a.m.
Saturday in the Dogwood
Suite.

Snake Charmers

'.' Turning
aside.

Ml I 111 'l|K'.lll
capital.
11 "—. a IMIIIC

I Hum'.

Di'MTXT.

Sign up for an interview now

Brothers of Sigma Nu
on your victory

■ ."> Wooilen
limb.
(i Uevernne.
7 Lyiim down.
H Hcil of —

PUZZLE

Activities for Student Body
Board Positions

Congratulations

enemies must assume the
primary responsibility of
providing man-power for its
own defense."
The governor said at the
same time he supported
President Richard Nixon's
proposal to extend antiballistic missile systems.

vvm-r- ABOUT
SATVKATBD

GrrAY AWAY
FBOM HIM-AB*. A
HUSTUEK!

\

nrmp J

Feee pier.

Delta Tau Delta Sweetheart

Congrats

LITTLE SISTERS

Chi O's !!

rv**W

WANTED:
Porsoi who took $250 worth of

1st place-trike race
2nd place • Beta "500'

STEIE0 RECORDS ffroa TOWNIE't
iparta.it aiy iiforoMtioi -354-4453

DON T MISS!!
//

New Attractions

NOW

i»

CLAZEL

t SMASH WEEKS
THRUTue May 12
One Showing Only MOB. Tne. Wed. Tbur. • at 7:45
PmBox Office Open 7:1$
Friday Night at 7 & 9:40 - B. O. Open «:4S p.m.
Sat.4Sun. Mat. at 1:3a, 4:10-Eve. at 7*S:4a
Adm: AH Times - fZ.M - Child tl.M

. >a<»a<*»*a#4>a)Ko*»v

DIRECT FROM ITS LONG-RUN
ROADSHOW ENGAGEMENTS!

1037 N. Main
Winnei

ffl MST
HI BarBra
tilt Streisand

"PIZZA SMORGASBORD"
auititiui
Ml SUM

wu.xi.ass^-iN-Misvo

Monday 6-11 P.M.

"OLDE TIME MOVIES"
(GREATS OF YESTERYEAR)
Wwdnttday* 7:00-11:00 PM.

TbrBGNewt
10S University Hall
DUI1T2-2T10
Rales: IU per line per day 2
lines minimum, average of 5
words per line
Deadlines J p.m. Iwo days
before date of publication.
It* BG News reserves the
right to edit or rt)tct any
classiflfd advertisement
placed
fruited errors which in the
News' opinion deter from the
value of the advertisement,
will be rectified free of charge
tl reported in person within 41
hours of publication.

LOST AND fOUND

'.,'

BrV^SMBrVCOriWWfilF

\>"-- __.■■.'

tto»iaxoi>* mHisae ^i-s-B

OPENING SOON

Stodif M Ciiena I I II
Bwwitaf Greei'i New Twta Theatre.

CLaSSIFIED ~*m»~
Tliurs M News
Flying Spring guarter? CaU
American Airlines al :i«7.
Sun - Tnucs $.7 p m
Amy. Marty, and Nancyyou've got what It lakta to
peddle u> a 1st: Congrats'
Your SUtars
R.J.P. - Is one-third of seventy
five really tsrenty-one*! Tuft
Rlng> Love. Bug and P J
Achtung Manner das Landvolkesl tleffentliche Warnung!
You must register
peaceful Intentions with the
local SS board as well as other
subversive anil-social
behavior! Stchert DM Emte.

and silver pattern! today •
9:00 am to 4 00 pm In the
alumni room Sponaered by
Mortar Board
Congratultions Sigma Nu's
You're No 1! Love. Carolyn
The Sigma Chi Pledges Thank
the pinnules for the breakfast
"Get High'' (or the Butterfly
Sal. May 2. I 10 PM Tickets
at Union are n. 3 U M 00
Congrsls Sigma Nu! We knew
you would do It' The DPI
Sisters.
Congratulations Penny k Paul
on your Delt engagement

I New DZ active DebbieCongrsls" '3 Mooney

JSAE's Thanz for the grass...
Chris. Jan. a Ralph.

loat«lver Ring. 2nd floor Ed.
Bldg Reward Sandi 362-tal 13 Congratulations to all on a Job
well done in the Bets and Bike
race Sag EP Sam.

Congrats to Robbie snd Chuck
on your engagement-AJpha
Oil's

PERSONALS

"r/Atra Hm h /Vwayg h GW r«rW

(All tr»« Pin* and Salad you can «at $1.35)

imi

PHILIP
M O R ■
TON/xntamporary Jewalry.
Ill W. Wooater has the perfect
gUt for Mother's Day.
Thesis and dissertation typing
Call 333-5341
Brides and Brides -to-be!
Come see the eihlblt of new
stainless steal and silver
patterns In the Alumni Room.
9 00 am -4 00pm Bring your
flance' Sponaered by f"

Gamma Phi's are high for
Greek week' To ow favorite
neighbor
Rick:
Congratulations' Your efforts
ware wall rewarded. We are
Proud of you. Immaterial.
urelevanl, whatever.
Sign of approval for Swan
Club and the March! I Guess
you finally
"Gelled''"
Congratulations. Paula.
Alpha Delta PI Actives Glad to
be in the Lion's Dan.
Pledges
Dee's Orts-CongTatulaUons
on becoming Baby Owls The
Phantom Mushroom

Chi O's say "thani" to our
Beta 5e» team. Carol , Kalhi.
Sandy and Pun, tor puehin us
2nd place1

Mock Trial! Thurs, 7:»Wood
County Courthouse. Jury
Selected from Audience. All

Watch far LaaaLVss swing iMo
spring Collage night Details

trlirmiJ in sUver 'ComevUSI
the display of stainless steal

Ride needed desperately to
and tram Kant. Weekend of
May 8th will pay very
generously. CaU Mill.
Ride needed to New Concord
or (Ms. area. Frl. May 1st.
Call 21711.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
ART STUDF.NT needed lor
work on hand manuscript
Will Pay' CaU Susan at 2-4223
Wanted Education
Wanted: Part time or lulllime
waitress work. II 15 par laplus Ups must have transportation If inssreated CaU
352-OaM

RENTALS • SALES

Walrhfor Lasalles awing into (all. Call alter I75-2IW
spring College night. DetaiU
Thurs BG news
Female roommate needed to
share apt. at Greenview
For Sale O Triumph SpiUire summ qtr Call Wendy at 23411300 or make offer JSW119
1M2 Chev. for sale. 110080 Roommate wanted starting
Call JSJ06J4
June IS. JS4-44S3 after 5
at Suiuki X* BOrc 3M-J700 Needed: One female roommate for summer 352-0125
For Sale 1M> VW automatic
stick shift CaU 1U2M4
Apt a Rooms for summer
across from campus Phone
((Caprice M Vinyl, four 3U-73S3.
speed 11400 or best offer 3UMale-Grad student or 22 and
(art
older For 3 bdrm Stadium
For Sale 'M Vattt. 417. View pat. 170 mo. starting
SHlepapes and ourapeed Call June IS. 3M-7SB S-7 pm
Apt. for summer. 2 bdrm. 1
Single rm for male student: block from campus C3 per
cooking
near campus. furn.
a air. cond.
3SSavailable now PH
3SJ- 0477
Furn effc. apis avadokt
7SBV
summer 332-9390
Needed: 1.2. or 3 mala
roommates for summer. Ho- Furn. effc apts available
mo air cond . Valentine Apt .summer 332-9393
ISO sixth st. CaU 39S4a7l.
Apt. for sublease 27S Varsity
Apt. to sublease, summer can SQ summer. 1 bdrm Call 352
start May. Married Couple 01K after I pjn Great Atfunr uUlues. IB mo JSMell mosphere.
Thurstin Manor apts. ill
Thurstin available summ. k
tall. Studio apts completely
rant fur*, air. cond. cable TV
phone 352-4435

One girl need to sublease apt
for summ. 3324(23
Summer
sublease
reduced Call 332«li

Man raems-dounle and single - Inn. house to sublet for sum.
Sept* June 333*241
S. Main. 130 mo. 2-3716.
4 man apt. summ. air cond.. Two female roommates
turn.. MS mo. Valentine Apts. needed. I1H each for entire.
House far rant on N. Summit.
4-4 boys to share house this
summer Rent reduced, also
available this fall CallaflerS
(Twin
For rant on N. &smm)t. Effc.
apt lor 3 students, available

Watch for lasalles swing Into
spring College night DetaiU
Thurs BGNewa.
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Big Four end Berlin talks

Aatoclstad Pr»ti WtrvpKote

INVESTIGATORS PROBE tbe rubble of what
wai the Louisiana Scute chamber before a
dynamite blast destroyed much of It late Sunday

night. Police had no clues to the Identity of the
bomber.

BERLIN
(AP) • Ambassadors of the United
States, Britain, France and
tbe Soviet Union completed
yesterday their second round
of talks on the problems
Surrounding divided Berlin
and agreed to meet again May
14
Meeting in the old Allied
Control council building the
ambassadors for the Work)
War II victors were expected
to expand on the basic
positions they outlined at their
first meeting March 26.
Francois Seydoux de
Clausonne, French Ambassador to West Germany,
was chairman of the second
meeting. The others were
Kenneth Rush of the United
States, Sir Roger Jackllng of
Great Britain, and Pytor
Abrassimov, the Soviet ambassador to East Germany.
Sources said the three
Western allies might attempt
to get the meetings scheduled
every two weeks and to
arrange for four-power staff
consultations between the
ambassadorial talks.

There was also a possibility
there would be discussion of
bringing East Germany and
West Germany into the talks
at a later date.
But sources foresaw no
break-through
on
the
problems concerning divided
Berlin.
At issue first is a Soviet and
East German contention that
the talks should deal only with

West Berlin. The Communists
contend this is the only part of
the city still under four-power
occupation.
The allies want to discuss
all of Berlin and not limit the
talks to consideration of the
western half of the city. The
allies are particularly interested in improving the
million West Berliners who

cannot cross the Berlin Wall to
visit relatives in East Berlin.
The talks are an adjunct to
Chancellor Willy Brandt's
drive to establish contacts
with the East. West Germany
is already talking with
Warsaw and Moscow, and the
second session of West German-East German talks are
scheduled May 21 in Kassel.

Your Silver Pattern Is Important
INTERNATIONAL SILVER DISPLAY
IN THE

ALUMNI ROOM

W^dnosday, April 29th from 9-4:30 pm
SPONSORED BY MORTARBOARD

Wv&LIAIS

GrREEK PIZZA FEAST
TONIG-HT 7-8
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r-Words ey« view-

Falcons lose 13-4
to OSU Buckeyes
ByGaryWown
Sports Writer

Bowling Green found out
yesterday why Ohio State
sported a 17-6 record and top
ranking in the Big Ten as they
were trounced by the
Buckeyes. 13-4.
"I don't know if they are
the best team we've faced this
season," said coach Dick
Young, "but they certainly
rank right up there." They
were "up there" yesterday, as
they took advantage of IS hits
and three Falcon errors en
route to their eighteenth win of
the season.
It looked at first to be an
exciting afternoon for BG
fans Ohio State drew first
blood, scoring two in the
second on a home run by
catcher Bill McLeave and
added another in the third.
Then the Falcons rallied to tie.
It was not to last. The fifth
inning proved that three plus
three indeed does make six as
the Buckeyes brought six men
home on three walks and three
doubles.
"The big inning is killing
us," moaned coach Young.
"When we came back in the
third I thought we might have
them, but then they exploded
and that was it."
Pitching again told the
story for the Falcons. This
was the third game in a row
that Bowling Green has used
three or more pitchers.
Five were sent to the
mound yesterday, none of
them being able to hold down
the Buckeye batters. Terry
Bork .was the loser.
Something should be said
in defense of the pitchers of
both teams. The game was

Words are not enough
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor

played under leu than ideal
conditions. A wet outfield and
a steady wind affected the
performances of both teams.
"A typical BG day" explained outfielder Tim Pettorini.
It is, however, as coach
Young put it, "the same for
both teams. It didn't seem to
bother them."
A bright spot in the Falcon
lineup was Tom Bennett. He
drove in three runs on two
hits.
Since cracking the
starting lineup, Tom has
continually been slugging in
his third slot.
Bowling Green has a three
game series coming up with
Kent State this weekend.
Doug Bair is the probable
starter for Fridays contest.
Doug is counting on a no
hitter.

"The high point of lacrosse history at BG," were the words
of coach Mickey Cochrane after the Falcons had defeated the
Denison Big Red 8-6 to take first place in the Midwest Lacrosse
standings.
The game may well have decided the league championship
even though it is in the middle of the season and BG had several
more league contests to play on the ten game schedule.
But of course the victory was for the players and they let it
be known after the game that they were happy.
After the final whistle was blown they carried Cochrane off
the field and then back on. However, that was only the beginning of the celebration. They then proceeded to throw Cochrane
into the shower. The assistant coaches meet with the same fate,
almost. Chuck Winters, himself an all-American in lacrosse
last year hit the locker room showers. But it was assistant Jim
Plaunt that really got the royal treatment.
Plaunt was carried from the locker-room to a muddy
stepple chase pit and dumped in. The stickers had reason to
show respect for Plaunt as it was he who scouted Denison and
got all the dope on them so nothing was a surprise to Bowling
Green for this game.
Also the feeling of celebration was really in the faces of all
concerned and the words they spoke. All one had to do was be on
the field after the game or visiting in the locker room to see that
this was the game of games for the 1970 lacrosse season.
Maybe the comments of "great" or "fabulous" or
"tremendous" were not enough to describe how the game went
but the big adjectives did not come to the minds of the players in
the midst of the Joy after beating the Big Red to gain revenge for
a 19-4 shelling last year.
And then it may have been too little to say the high point of
lacrosse at BG and the biggest game ever because words are not
really made to describe the feelings of all concerned with the
victory.
One had to be present to feel the game atmosphere and they
had to be in the locker room afterwards to really have a true
picture of what this win meant to everyone concerned with
lacrosse at BG.

BOWLING GREEN
AH nil
Pettorini 5-1-1,
Knox 3-0-1, Bennett 5-0-2,
Chirko 5*2, Wylie 2-0-0, Hill 40-0, Karnehm 4-0-0, Rasor 2-21, Kennard 0-1-0, Plant 1-0-0,
McKenzie 1-0-0, Sullivan 1-0-0,
Platzer 1-0-0, Totals 34-4-7.

<?
sporrs

Tins FOUR picture series shows Falcon lefthander
Bill Grien In his pitching motion. He was the

starting pitcher in yesterday's loss to Big Ten
leading Ohio State.

Stickers in league game
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor
No, fans the season isn't
over yet even though the
lacrosse team has defeated

Golfers tee off
at Toledo today

^^
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ATTACKMAN STEVE Sachse is seen here moving the ball against Denison.
Although he did not score In that game his passing was of great value to the Falcon
offense In their win. Sachse and the other Falcon stickers will be In action today
against Michigan State, the first of lour games on the road.

Bowling Green will tee off
against the University of
Toledo this afternoon in a dual
Mid-American Conference
match at Toledo.
The Falcons are coming off
their first winning experience,
as they defeated Findlay
College and Fireiands on the
University course Saturday.
Jim Stone, Dick Erick and
Dick Faulk all shared
medalist honors with 77's and
will probably need to clip off
some more strokes to outshoot
the Rockets (64).
Miami has taken the
measure of TU twice, and
Ohio State dealt them thenother loss. No impressive
opponents are among their six
victories.
In the recent MAC Invitational, Toledo edged BG
by only six strokes and the
prospects should be good for a
win in dual competition.
The Falcon lineup will
probably be Faulk, Stone,
Erick, John Anderson, Craig
Leister and Bill Ehman or
Scott Masters.
John Piper's squad was
defeated by Miami and Kent
State just as the Rockets were,
but it will probably shape up
as a match where anything
can happen regardless of
previous records and matchup
of personnel.
In otherwords, another
tight BG TU battle should
occur.

Denison for the Midwest
league lead.
Today the Falcons have an
away league game against
Michigan State. The Spartans
are riding high today after
upsetting Notre Dame last
weekend. This is the first year
Michigan State lacrosse is
being played on the varsity
level.
Last year, the Falcons and
Michigan State were involved
in a 10-6 contest. BG shut-out
the Spartans for two quarters
in last years game holding
them to three goals in both the
first and fourth quarters.

could cause us a great deal of
trouble. There is no question
that they have picked up inspiration after their upset win
over Notre Dame," said
Cochrane.
Cochrane consists this
game a "must game" for the
stickers because of it being a
league game as well a hurdle
to a perfect season.

However, the game was as
close as the score indicates
and coach Michey Cochrane
expects another close contest
this year. Michigan State has
been taking their beatings
early in the year but the tide
may have turned with their
win over Notre Dame.
The Spartans are a strong
club defensively and are led
by goalie Bill Hermann who
had 28 saves in last years
game and is averaging over 20
saves a game this season.
Also Michigan State has
two strong midfielders and
one new attackman that the
Falcons have not played
against.
'They (Michigan State)

FOR
PRESIDENT

Co-captain Jim Newdty
will be out of today's game
with an injury he sustained in
Saturday's win over Denison.
Greg Ried will probably be
moved up to the first defensive
unit to replace Newdty.
Joe Zimmerman, senior
midfielder. Is the leading
scorer on the season with 16
points. Bruce Correll Is the
top-goal getter with 15 while
John Dohms is leading in
assists with 11.
Correll, Dohms and Steve
Sachse will make up the first
attack unit. John Brizendine,
Sal Zanfardino and Sam
Guarrusso will be the first
mid-field unit. Ried, Kurt
Kimball and Bun Chaff ey will
be on the defense and Bill
Burch will be in the goal.
'There is no question that
we have picked up momentum
with our win over Denison,
now we must keep it going,"
concluded Cochrane.

Nn»kn br Kin a*,*..
ALL-AMERICANS coaler. Chuck Winters and John
Dooms map out victory plans during a time-out In
last weekends win over Denison. Both were chosen
all-Americani for play during last season. Now
Whiten Is an assistant coach for BG while Dohms Is
the playmaker on attack for the Falcons.

First pick signs with Cleveland
CLEVELAND AP- The spokesman for Mileti called it
Cleveland Cavaliers of the "a big league contract."
National
Basketball
Cleveland's expansion
Association announced today team now has signed its first
the signing of No. 1 draft i three draft choices, Dave
choice John Johnson. The 6- SorensoV of Ohio State
foot-7. University of Iowa star University and Surry Oliver of
carried a 31.8 points a game Stephan F. Austin college
average in Big Ten com- signed earlier.
petition during the past season
Bill Fitch, coach of the new
and a 28 point average for the NBA team was formerly head
year.
coach of basketball at Bowling
Nick Mileti, owner of the Green where he led the
new NBA entry, said Johnson Falcons to a MAC title in 1967will be tried at guard and 68. That season he was also
forward. Terms of the pact Ohio College coach of the
were not disclosed, but a year.

ROGER COATE

massive student participation through the Office
of Political Research (which would became one
of the focal points of student participation ■
university governance) aa effective Plaa to

move toward a Community Council (through the
summer University Interaction Project)
Read the platform; Ask questions
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THE BUTTERFLY
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has a new and ever better sound with
2 new lead guitarists

